
Euca makes your machine new again.

Recommended by washing machine experts and dish washer repairers.
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While the drum is upright - remove black

top lid.  

Bung Tool makes removing easier.

Remove the hidden tap, screwed in under

the lid. Replace Black Lid - ensure it is tight

enough so that it doesn't leak.

While the drum is upright - remove black

top lid.  

Bung Tool makes removing easier.

HOW TO INSERT THE TAP ON ANY EUCA

LIQUID DRUM - 10LT & 20LT

You will either need a large flat head screwdriver, a wide blade tool or

our unique 'Bung Remover Tool,' which you can find in the 'Accessories

and Replacement  Parts' of our website. 

NOTE: The Bung is the insert in the lower front of the container just

under the label.

Place drum on it's back side, with the white

bung (plug) facing upright.
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Screw in the tap clockwise (so it is firm

only). When turning determine when the

last rotation will be so that the mouth of the

tap is facing down. 

Return the drum to the upright position,

check that the tap is closed and there are

no leaks. 

In some instances, you may have to turn the tap

backwards (anti-clockwise) to allow the mouth of

the tap to face downwards. If you feel it may be

too loose in the thread, remove the tap again and

place some plumbing tape or glad wrap around

the thread to allow a tighter fit. Do not cover or

block the back of the tap that goes into the

container. NOTE: They are mass produced, so

they may not always tighten to the 'down position'.

While upright, if there are any leaks, you may

need a small container to catch any dripping

liquid as over time the tap can drip.

Loosen the black lid on top to allow the

product to flow out of the tap (air pressure). 

NOTE: Sometimes you need to remove the cap

fully or tip the drum forward to get a good flow.

Always be careful when doing this.
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